The Zuidberg promise

Complete
your tractor
on all fronts

Experience the
advantages in
practice
The front linkage system and PTO are clearly a great
addition to any tractor for arable or dairy farmers,

Innovative front linkage systems

fruit growers and agricultural contractors; the many
advantages they confer make them a ‘must-have’ for the
day-to-day management of any agricultural business.

Zuidberg is a family-owned business which

And tasks can be more effectively geared to one

has had a leading role globally in front linkage

another thanks to the possible combination of options.
The three major benefits of the Zuidberg front linkage
system are:
1.	
Savings from combining work into a single
working pass

and PTO systems since 1982. Engineering,
production, sales and service – all sited at a

Market leader in sustainable solutions
Zuidberg believes in sustainable solutions, and their
in-house design and production have secured them
a position as global market leader. Extensive research

single location – are all managed in-house.

into the combination of drive line, construction and

Expertise and experience are deployed to

integration with tractors and machines has resulted in

the maximum to sustain Zuidberg’s leading

reliable systems.

position on the global market. Zuidberg

Consistent quality

• reduced labour costs

front linkage systems are available for most

• lower fuel costs

types of tractor, and stand out from the

• reduced soil burden

competition because of their compactness,
multifunctionality and flexibility.

Zuidberg’s sophisticated and energy-efficient
production sites are among the most specialised in
the agricultural sector. The fully automated production
process ensures the consistent quality of our end
product. Zuidberg leads the field by virtue of its

2. Comfort for the user

innovation and specialisation in the latest computercontrolled methods of production.

• easily controlled front linkage system
• the most innovative technology
• maximum visibility of the machinery

3. Reliable support
• dedicated Zuidberg service team and partners

Your Zuidberg partner:

• warranty deals for products, parts and labour

Buitenveld 5
8307 DE Ens, the Netherlands
T +31 527 253 550
info@zuidberg.com
www.zuidberg.com

www.zuidberg.com

The standard
for any tractor

A Zuidberg front linkage is
not just any front linkage
Lifting range up to 90cm for optimal
deployment of machines

Options and Accessories

More than 30 years ago, Zuidberg was the pioneer in
the development of front linkage systems. Combining

Double work position for optimal use of
machines

of working passes is the major benefit of front linkage
systems. Zuidberg has kept on searching for innovative
solutions, and has developed advanced multifunctional
applications which have made the company a global

Design aligned to the shape of the tractor
for maximum integration

trendsetter.

Weights

Weight carrier

Communal
technology

Accumulator

Lowering speed
control

Front hydraulics

Quick attachment

Tow hook

Front control

Pressure relief
systems

Electronic front
linkage control

EFC Mobile

Override
Protection

Chain hook kit

Position limitation
kit

Nowadays, front linkage systems are a standard feature on
tractors. Zuidberg supplies more than 1,000 types of front

Quick and easy maintenance with minimum
loss of time

linkage system. Zuidberg front linkage systems are unique
because of their combination of aesthetic design and rocksolid construction, constituting a fully integrated unit with
any tractor and providing ample possibilities. Zuidberg

Available with various (Eco) PTO systems
that suit operational duties

front linkages stand out because of their compactness,

Front PTO shaft with adjustable
engagement feature

multifunctionality and flexibility.

The compact transport position facilitates
combination with various front loaders

The Zuidberg front PTO shaft has a wet-running
lamellar coupling featuring proportionally adjustable
engagement, so the smooth engaging of the machine is
ensured. Major benefit: longer machine and PTO life.

Maximum ground clearance for efficient
use of implements

A choice of speeds, with LH or RH rotation. Fuel-efficient Eco
versions are also available as well as versions to be combined
with factory fitted front linkage.

Central position of tow hook for optimal use
The ECON system features a PTO stump that can be rotated
through 60 degrees and delivers maximum ease of coupling.
• Electronic Frontlift Control (EFC)

Thanks to its optional oil cooler, the Zuidberg front PTO offers
a reliable solution for the higher power classes, even in hot
and extreme conditions.

• Adjust and check all front linkage

• Easy Float is the automatic,

is a handy electronic control module

settings on a tablet or Smartphone

mechanically adjustable pressure

for the front linkage and front PTO

using the EFC Mobile app, a

relief system for the front linkage

that allows you to adjust and monitor

secure and handy option. Settings

that ensures implements to adjust

all front linkage settings from the

can be saved per implement and

to uneven terrain more smoothly,

tractor cab.

fully integrated into headland

reducing wear and tear.

management.

